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The Crystal Cave

1970

explores the beginnings of the great legends of fifth century
britain the famed magician of camelot and king arthur s court
born the bastard son of a welsh princess myridden emrys or as
he would later be known merlin leads a perilous childhood
haunted by portents and visions but destiny has great plans
for this no man s son taking him from prophesying before the
high king vortigern to the crowning of uther pendragon and
the conception of arthur king for once and always

The Arthur of the North

2015-11-20

the book is a comprehensive survey of medieval and early
modern arthurian literature in the scandinavian countries the
book analyses the transmission of a foreign courtly
literature in the non courtly culture of iceland the book
surveys the acculturation of foreign narrative and style to
indigenous literary forms in the north

The Last Enchantment

1996

arthur is king but while unchallenged on the battlefield
sinister powers plot to destroy him

The Wicked Day

1983

king arthur s final days and the fulfillment of merlin s
darkest prophecy

The Arthurian Encyclopedia

1987

an encyclopedia of the arts characters history legend
archaeology themes motifs objects and literature of the
arthurian legend
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Studies in the Arthurian Legend

1891

details the mythic life of king arthur the history of
arthurian legend and the popular themes and characters
associated with the legends

King Arthur

2008-01-15

this meticulously edited collection contains ten books of
incredible unforgettable tales of king arthur the holy grail
sir lancelot sorcerer merlin the excalibur the legendary
camelot adventures of the noble knights of the round table as
well as other british celtic legends and myths king arthur an
introduction by h w mabie le morte d arthur by thomas malory
the legends of king arthur and his knights by james knowles
king arthur and his knights by maude l radford the story of
king arthur and his knights by howard pyle the story of the
champions of the round table by howard pyle the story of sir
launcelot and his companions by howard pyle idylls of the
king by alfred tennyson sir gawain and the green knight by
richard morris the mabinogion myths and legends of the celtic
race

KING ARTHUR OF CAMELOT: The History & The
Myth of King Arthur and the Knights of
the Round Table (10 Books in One Volume)

2023-11-16

a comprehensive look at the evolution of the arthurian legend
investigates the probable identity of the real 5th century
arthur so as to uncover the process by which the fable
developed over the centuries

King Arthur

2001

first published in 1996 now updated with a new information
packed 40 page supplement covering the years 1990 1995 this
unique encyclopedia highlights the world of king arthur from
its origins in dark age britain to the present day when
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arthurian novels films and music continue to appear around
the world at an astonishing rate the supplement which
provides five full years of coverage not available anywhere
else enhances the usefulness of more than 1 300 entries on
all aspects of the arthurian legend in literature history
folklore archaeology art and music written by an
international team of over 130 authorities no oth er work
approaches this a z guide to the legends of king arthur and
his knights of the round table for breadth and depth of
coverage this is the ultimate source for reliable information
on topics as diverse as the grail tristan and isolde lancelot
and guenevere arthurian operas the historicity of arthur and
more

The New Arthurian Encyclopedia

2013-09-05

everything you ever wanted to know about king arthur and his
knights is covered in this fascinating volume the origins of
the grail legend the tristan and isolde love story in opera
and literature spielberg s use of arthurian motifs in star
wars the depiction of arthur in paintings the presentation of
camelot on the broadway stage the twitting of the legend in
monty python and the holy grail and much more this critical
survey of arthurian history and legend archaeology literature
and the arts from the fifth century to the present provides
an introduction for the general reader and a useful summary
for the specialist it offers both historical facts and key
discussions on arthurian subjects from post roman britain to
the most recent novels and films there is a lengthy glossary
of arthurian characters motifs and places a chronology of
major historical and literary items a guide to pronunciation
and a full bibliography what s new in the second edition all
the material has been revised and updated to 1996 since the
original 1988 edition the chapter on modern literature has
been thoroughly revised with new material on writings from
france germany england and america the coverage of king
arthur in the arts has entirely rewritten by one of the
premier authorities in arthurian studies brand new
geneological charts of the ancestry of arthur and his family
and the grail kings and knights a fully up to date chronology
many new illustrations

Caliburn

2000-12
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stimulating and masterly study examines the evolution of the
great mass of fiction surrounding the arthurian legend in
western literature from geoffrey of monmouth s history of the
kings of britain and the collection of welsh tales known as
the mabinogion to chrétien de troyes arthurian stories the
parzival of wolfram von eschenbach and such english
masterpieces as sir gawain and the green knight and le morte
d arthur painstakingly researched and brimming with scholarly
insight this highly readable and entertaining work will be a
favorite with general audiences as well as scholars and
students of the arthurian legend

Arthur in Northern Translations

2020

everything you ever wanted to know about king arthur and his
knights is covered in this fascinating volume the origins of
the grail legend the tristan and isolde love story in opera
and literature spielberg s use of arthurian motifs in star
wars the depiction of arthur in paintings the presentation of
camelot on the broadway stage the twitting of the legend in
monty python and the holy grail and much more this critical
survey of arthurian history and legend archaeology literature
and the arts from the fifth century to the present provides
an introduction for the general reader and a useful summary
for the specialist it offers both historical facts and key
discussions on arthurian subjects from post roman britain to
the most recent novels and films there is a lengthy glossary
of arthurian characters motifs and places a chronology of
major historical and literary items a guide to pronunciation
and a full bibliography what s new in the second edition all
the material has been revised and updated to 1996 since the
original 1988 edition the chapter on modern literature has
been thoroughly revised with new material on writings from
france germany england and america the coverage of king
arthur in the arts has entirely rewritten by one of the
premier authorities in arthurian studies brand new
geneological charts of the ancestry of arthur and his family
and the grail kings and knights a fully up to date chronology
many new illustrations

The Arthurian Handbook

2014-01-14

a comprehensive encyclopedia of characters places objects and
themes found in the legends of king arthur and the knights of
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the round table draws from all significant source between
gildas de excidio britanniae written about 540 ad and
tennyson s 19th century idylls of the king including versions
from throughout europe the entries range from a short
identifying sentence to nearly ten pages for the king himself
each is referenced to a source which are presented in a
endtable showing author and tit date form and langua
description keywords from the entries and recent editions a
vital bit of information such references usually neglect the
cross referencing is fairly good often done as a full entry
identifying a name as a variant of another so the lack of an
index is not a problem distributed in the us by taylor and
francis annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Development of Arthurian Romance

2012-11-13

seeking revenge against the uncle who had murdered his father
young prince alexander sets out for camelot to seek justice
only to run afoul of the bewitching morgan lefay and joins
forces with alice a beautiful pilgrim

The Arthurian Handbook

2014-01-14

the author has determined in an earlier mcfarland book the
historic king arthur 1996 paperback 2007 that there was not a
historic king arthur during the sixth century however as
listed in the historia brittonum there was a great king of
all the kings of britain named ambrosius aurelianus who was
conflated with a heroic arthur of the second century and
hence with the legendary king arthur to further authenticate
the celtic romano king arthur that is ambrosius the author
here examines seven major historical figures of the period a
d 383 500 based upon the genealogical preface of the anglo
saxon chronicle and the emendation of dates in that chronicle
those seven allies and adversaries are vortigern vortimer
vitalinus cunedda cerdic octha and mordred through an
extensive analysis of arthur s 12 battles listed in the
historia brittonum this work explores both the influences of
the high king s allies and the shifting allegiances of his
enemies a battle list provides possible geographic locations
for each of the battles including a new site for arthur s
fateful battle at camlann
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The Arthurian Name Dictionary

1999

keeping watch over the young arthur pendragon as he grows the
prince and prophet merlin ambrosius is haunted by a vision of
a magical sword the fabled sword caliburn hidden for
centuries sheathed in fire and stone water and ice the sword
of the emperor maximus is destined to reveal the true high
king when uther pendragon is killed in battle the time of
destiny is at hand and arthur must claim the sword from a
perilous chapel to claim his destiny and become the true high
king of britain

The Prince and the Pilgrim

1997-03

this companion offers a chronological sweep of the canon of
arthurian literature from its earliest beginnings to the
contemporary manifestations of arthur found in film and
electronic media part of the popular series blackwell
companions to literature and culture this expansive volume
enables a fundamental understanding of arthurian literature
and explores why it is still integral to contemporary culture
offers a comprehensive survey from the earliest to the most
recent works features an impressive range of well known
international contributors examines contemporary additions to
the arthurian canon including film and computer games
underscores an understanding of arthurian literature as
fundamental to western literary tradition

Historic Figures of the Arthurian Era

2015-07-11

an interdisciplinary and trans historical investigation of
the representation of ethics in arthurian literature from its
earliest days the arthurian legend has been preoccupied with
questions of good kingship the behaviours of a ruling class
and their effects on communities societies and nations both
locally and in imperial and colonizing contexts ethical
considerations inform and are informed by local anxieties
tied to questions of power and identity especially where
leadership service and governance are concerned they provide
a framework for understanding how the texts operate as
didactic and critical tools of these subjects this book
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brings together chapters drawing on english welsh german
dutch french and norse iterations of the arthurian legend and
bridging premodern and modern temporalities to investigate
the representation of ethics in arthurian literature across
interdisciplinary and transhistorical lines they engage a
variety of methodologies including gender critical race
theory philology literature and the law translation theory
game studies comparative critical and close reading and
modern editorial and authorial practices texts interrogated
range from culhwch and olwen to parzival roman van walewein
tristrams saga sir gawain and the green knight and malory s
morte darthur as a whole the approaches and findings in this
volume attest to the continued value and importance of the
arthurian legend and its scholarship as a vibrant field
through which to locate and understand the many ways in which
medieval literature continues to inform modern sensibilities
and institutions particularly where the matter of ethics is
concerned

The Hollow Hills

2012-01-30

for use in schools and libraries only first book in the
merlin series the spellbinding suspenseful story of how
merlin helped arthur become king of all britain

A Companion to Arthurian Literature

2023-07-11

in the time before empireswhen the world was still newand
heroes became legendsyou ve heard of arthur the great king
but those are just stories based on events that happened
earlier still in the time before the romans invaded britain
when the greeks were still just children and magic was real
merlin is a man of mystery and magic his gift of foresight
could guide the realm into an era of prosperity but as he
joins forces with a young arthur darkness is stirring it will
take all their cunning skill magic and belief in one another
to overcome it the wicked do not rest and their plans to
destroy all that is good in the land must be stopped merlin
appears is the first book in an imaginative retelling of the
arthurian saga discover your favorite characters all over
again set in the mythical realm of atlandia merlin appears
begins the story of one of history s iconic ages magic epic
battles mythical creatures and legendary heroes all come
together in a thrilling epic fantasy novel by master
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storyteller toby neighbors

Ethics in the Arthurian Legend

2003-05

for centuries the arthurian legends have fascinated and
inspired countless writers artists and readers many of whom
first became acquainted with the story as youngsters from the
numerous retellings of malory and versions of tennyson for
young people to the host of illustrated volumes to which the
arthurian revival gave rise from the arthurian youth groups
for boys and eventually for girls run by schools and churches
to the school operas theater pieces and other entertainment
for younger audiences and from the arthurian juvenile fiction
sequences and series to the films and television shows
featuring arthurian characters children have learned about
the world of king arthur and his knights of the round table

The Hollow Hills

2020-12-22

during the late 12th century the arthurian legends first took
their form in the imagination of french speaking romancers
foremost among these poets was the great chretien de troyes
credited with incorporating into the arthurian tradition the
quest for the holy grail and the adulterous affair between
lancelot and guinevere this critical text explores the french
roots of the legends and the source material of the
individual characters with special attention to the creative
role played by de troyes whose contribution to the saga
continues to shape and inform the modern imagination

Merlin Appears

2004-01-02

rise of knight and sword the first installment of the one
sword saga explores the mythos of the arthurian legend in a
new steampunk setting

Adapting the Arthurian Legends for
Children

2014-01-10
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the essays in this volume some reprinted in their original
form and some extensively revised are concerned with the
arthurian traditions associated with glastonbury abbey
certain of the essays are analytic and others provide
editions of hitherto unknown texts they all examine ways in
which legendary materials and historical facts interconnected
in the process by which glastonbury abbey came to present
itself nationally and internationally as the custodian of
king arthur s relics and the burial place of joseph of
arimathea and the importance political and ecclesiastical
that it derived from the connection professor james carley is
the author of glastonbury abbey the holy house at the head of
the moors adventurous and a past editor of arthurian
literature topics glastonbury legends watkin gransden legend
of st joseph of glastonbury lagorio guinevere at glastonbury
wood vera historia de morte arthuri barber lapidge was
mordred buried at glastonbury barber glastonbury in welsh
vernacular tradition lloyd morgan second exhumation of arthur
s remains 1278 parsons abbey memorial plate goodall arthur s
epitaph s carley brown wright withrington hardyng and holy
grail kennedy riddy henry v and joseph of arimathea s bones
holy cross of waltham at montacute excavation of arthur s
grave carley perlesvaus wells fragment quedam narracio de
nobili rege arthuro de origine gigantum carley crick evans
glastonbury tablets krochalis relics in 14th century carley
howley

Chretien de Troyes and the Dawn of
Arthurian Romance

2020-11-17

king arthur is a legendary british ruler who according to
medieval histories and romances led the defense of britain
against saxon invaders in the late 5th and early 6th
centuries ad this ultimate collection contains the most
important 10 books about king arthur the holy grail sir
lancelot sorcerer merlin the excalibur the legendary camelot
adventures of the noble knights of the round table as well as
other connected british celtic legends and myths x000d king
arthur an introduction by h w mabie x000d le morte d arthur
by thomas malory x000d the legends of king arthur and his
knights by james knowles x000d king arthur and his knights by
maude l radford x000d the story of king arthur and his
knights by howard pyle x000d the story of the champions of
the round table by howard pyle x000d the story of sir
launcelot and his companions by howard pyle x000d idylls of
the king by alfred tennyson x000d sir gawain and the green
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knight by richard morris x000d the mabinogion x000d myths and
legends of the celtic race

Rise of Knight and Sword

2001

this ebook collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices king arthur is a legendary british ruler who
according to medieval histories and romances led the defense
of britain against saxon invaders in the late 5th and early
6th centuries ad this ultimate collection contains the most
important 10 books about king arthur the holy grail sir
lancelot sorcerer merlin the excalibur the legendary camelot
adventures of the noble knights of the round table as well as
other connected british celtic legends and myths king arthur
an introduction by h w mabie le morte d arthur by thomas
malory the legends of king arthur and his knights by james
knowles king arthur and his knights by maude l radford the
story of king arthur and his knights by howard pyle the story
of the champions of the round table by howard pyle the story
of sir launcelot and his companions by howard pyle idylls of
the king by alfred tennyson sir gawain and the green knight
by richard morris the mabinogion myths and legends of the
celtic race

Glastonbury Abbey and the Arthurian
Tradition

2022-05-17

this ebook collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices the edition contains ten books of incredible
unforgettable tales of king arthur the holy grail sir
lancelot sorcerer merlin the excalibur the legendary camelot
adventures of the noble knights of the round table as well as
other british celtic legends and myths king arthur an
introduction by h w mabie le morte d arthur by thomas malory
the legends of king arthur and his knights by james knowles
king arthur and his knights by maude l radford the story of
king arthur and his knights by howard pyle the story of the
champions of the round table by howard pyle the story of sir
launcelot and his companions by howard pyle idylls of the
king by alfred tennyson sir gawain and the green knight by
richard morris the mabinogion myths and legends of the celtic
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The Truth and Legend of King Arthur

2023-12-25

information contained in this work draws together all the
different strands of arthurian myth from such sources as
geoffrey of monmouth malory chretian de troyes and the
english gawain cycles every character appearing in the myths
is examined in this book on the arthurian tales

King Arthur Premium Collection: 10 Books
of Legends & The History Behind The King
of Camelot

2023-12-25

this meticulously edited collection contains ten books of
incredible unforgettable tales of king arthur the holy grail
sir lancelot sorcerer merlin the excalibur the legendary
camelot adventures of the noble knights of the round table as
well as other british celtic legends and myths king arthur an
introduction by h w mabie le morte d arthur by thomas malory
the legends of king arthur and his knights by james knowles
king arthur and his knights by maude l radford the story of
king arthur and his knights by howard pyle the story of the
champions of the round table by howard pyle the story of sir
launcelot and his companions by howard pyle idylls of the
king by alfred tennyson sir gawain and the green knight by
richard morris the mabinogion myths and legends of the celtic
race

King Arthur: 10 Books of Tales & Myths
about the Legendary King of Camelot

1992

this edition of celtic myths and legends represents a
selected collection of irish tales welsh myths arthurian
legends there are numerous stories from the celtic mythology
but also there are facts about their history and religion
about where they came from where they went and where they are
now contents the celts in ancient history the religion of the
celts the irish invasion myths the early milesian kings tales
of the ultonian cycle tales of the ossianic cycle the voyage
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of maeldūn myths and tales of the cymry

The Encyclopaedia of Arthurian Legends

2022-11-13

this ebook edition of the celtic mythology has been formatted
to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability
on all devices this edition of celtic myths and legends
represents a selected collection of irish tales welsh myths
arthurian legends there are numerous stories from the celtic
mythology but also there are facts about their history and
religion about where they came from where they went and where
they are now contents the celts in ancient history the
religion of the celts the irish invasion myths the early
milesian kings tales of the ultonian cycle tales of the
ossianic cycle the voyage of maeldūn myths and tales of the
cymry

Arthurian Tales

2023-12-28

this edition of celtic myths and legends represents a
selected collection of irish tales welsh myths arthurian
legends there are numerous stories from the celtic mythology
but also there are facts about their history and religion
about where they came from where they went and where they are
now contents the celts in ancient history the religion of the
celts the irish invasion myths the early milesian kings tales
of the ultonian cycle tales of the ossianic cycle the voyage
of maeldūn myths and tales of the cymry

Celtic Legends & Myths

2023-11-30

the focus of this book is medieval vernacular literature in
western europe chapters are written by experts in the area
and present the current scholarship at the time this book was
originally published in 1996 each chapter has a bibliography
of important works in that area as well this is a thorough
and reliable guide to trends in research on medieval
arthuriana
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The Celtic Mythology

2023-11-16

this meticulously edited collection present the mythology
religion history and the legacy of celts contents
introduction earliest references golden age of the celts
alliances with the greeks the era of alexander the great the
sack of rome celtic place names in europe early celtic art
celts and germans downfall of the celtic empire unique
historical position of ireland the celtic character cæsar s
account strabo on the celts polybius diodorus ammianus
marcellinus what europe owes to the celt religion the
religion of the celts the gods of gaul and the continental
celts the irish mythological cycle the tuatha dé danann the
gods of the brythons the cúchulainn cycle the fionn saga gods
and men the cult of the dead primitive nature worship river
and well worship tree and plant worship animal worship
cosmogony sacrifice prayer and divination tabu festivals
accessories of cult the druids magic the state of the dead
rebirth and transmigration elysium the fairy faith in celtic
countries myths mythic powers of the gods myths of origins
the irish invasion myths the early milesian kings tales of
the ultonian cycle tales of the ossianic cycle the voyage of
maeldūn myths and tales of the cymry the mabinogion

Celtic Mythology

2014-10-17

this meticulously edited collection present the mythology
religion history and the legacy of celts contents
introduction earliest references golden age of the celts
alliances with the greeks the era of alexander the great the
sack of rome celtic place names in europe early celtic art
celts and germans downfall of the celtic empire unique
historical position of ireland the celtic character cæsar s
account strabo on the celts polybius diodorus ammianus
marcellinus what europe owes to the celt religion the
religion of the celts the gods of gaul and the continental
celts the irish mythological cycle the tuatha dé danann the
gods of the brythons the cúchulainn cycle the fionn saga gods
and men the cult of the dead primitive nature worship river
and well worship tree and plant worship animal worship
cosmogony sacrifice prayer and divination tabu festivals
accessories of cult the druids magic the state of the dead
rebirth and transmigration elysium the fairy faith in celtic
countries myths mythic powers of the gods myths of origins
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the irish invasion myths the early milesian kings tales of
the ultonian cycle tales of the ossianic cycle the voyage of
maeldūn myths and tales of the cymry the mabinogion

Medieval Arthurian Literature

1993

a survey of critical attention devoted to arthurian matters
this book offers the first comprehensive and analytical
account of the development of arthurian scholarship from the
eighteenth century or earlier to the present day the chapters
each written by an expert in the area under discussion
present scholarly trends and evaluate major contributions to
the study of the numerous different strands which make up the
arthurian material origins grail studies editing and
translation of arthurian texts medieval and modern
literatures in english and european languages art and film
the result is an indispensable resource for students and a
valuable guide for anyone with a serious interest in the
arthurian legend contributors norris lacy tony hunt keith
busby jane taylor christopher snyder richard barber sian
echard gerald morgan albrecht classen roger dalrymple bart
besamusca marianne e kalinke barbara miller christopher
kleinhenz muriel whitaker jeanne fox friedman daniel nastali
kevin j harty norris j lacy is edwin erle sparks professor of
french and medieval studies at pennsylvania state university

Guardian of the Grail

2022-11-13

The Mythology of Celts (Illustrated)

2023-12-18

CELTIC MYTHOLOGY (Illustrated Edition)

2006

A History of Arthurian Scholarship
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